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Welcome to the Euro PEPs
The European Oncology Nursing Society is pleased to present its first
set of “Putting Evidence into Practice” guidelines to improve the care
of cancer patients in Europe.
Improvement in patient care is an ongoing process. There is a gap between the
evidence that is available and what is actually implemented. This knowledge
gap impacts on patient’s in poor or inappropriate care that is detrimental to
cancer patients. Results from research studies reveal that nurses insufficiently
put evidence into practice. The results indicate that there are multiple reasons
for why nurses do not use the latest evidence. Firstly, that research is difficult to
understand, overwhelming in the amount published and secondly that they
feel they don’t have the expertise to interpret the quality of the evidence. If we
could put even a little of what we know about symptom management into
practice we would improve patient experience.
This Euro PEP has been developed as a partnership with the Oncology Nursing
Society and funded by the European Commission as part of the European
Action Against Cancer. Many people have contributed to the development and
expert review of these documents, both in Europe and in the USA. EONS
thanks their dedication and great efforts.
This documentation provides you with a concise summary of the evidence, a
synthesis of patient assessments, a summary of evidence based interventions,
and expert opinions to help guide you in the interpretation of European
standards along with the references and source material. You may wish to
adapt the guidance for your own work setting, but the PEPs gives you the
confidence that these topics were reviewed in 2012 through a rigorous process
by some of the leading experts and practitioners in the field.
On behalf of the review team we are confident that this information, coupled
with your efforts and commitment to improve your practice, will help you
achieve better,patient-centered outcomes based on scientific evidence.
We wish you great success!
Sara Faithfull
Anita Marguiles

Chair EPAAC Project
Chair PEPs
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Putting Evidence into Practice (PEP) resources (evidence syntheses and weight of evidence
categorization) are the work of the Oncology Nursing Society (ONS). Because translations from
English may not always be accurate or precise, ONS disclaims any responsibility for inaccuracies in
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Introductions to:

Introduction to the Sections
The quick view provides very brief summary from the ONS PEP
resources. A full copy of this is provided in the course documentation.
ONS PEP information for this topic and description of the categories
of evidence can be accessed at http://www.ons.org.

Quick view

Expert Opinion: low-risk interventions that are (1) consistent with
sound clinical practice, (2) suggested by an expert in a peer-reviewed
publication (journal or book chapter), and (3) for which limited
evidence exists. An expert is an individual with peer-reviewed journal
publications in the domain of interest.

Expert opinion

In general, no single tool measures all of the elements of a symptom.
The choice of tool depends on the purpose of the assessment as well
as the level of clinician and patient burden.
Most symptoms are a subjective experience, thus self-report is the
most reliable assessment method.

Assessment tools

Within the documentation various terms may need further
explanation which through better understanding, could improve the
outcomes of chosen interventions. The following definitions are
tailored to the content of the respective PEP document.

Definitions
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How to use this guide
● Review the Euro - PEP resources and consider the applicability in
your own practice and your patient situation.
● Do a thorough patient assessment of the relevant clinical
problem(s). Examples of measurement tools are provided by the
evidence-based measurement summaries, located on the
individual PEP topic pages.
● Identify interventions with the highest category of evidence and
integrate them into the plan of care. Consider the patient's
preferences, lifestyle, and the cost and availability of the
interventions.
● Evaluate and document the patient's response to the interventions.
If indicated, consider implementing other interventions supported
by a high level of evidence.
● Educate patients that their care is based on the best available
evidence.
● The Weight of Evidence Table (traffic light ) provides information
about how the evidence was weighed.
Adapted for Euro PEP Resources from www.ons.org/Research/PEP

Green = Go!

The evidence supports the consideration of these interventions
in practice.

Yellow = Caution!

There is not sufficient evidence to say whether these
interventions are effective or not.

Red = Stop!

The evidence indicates that these interventions are either
ineffective or may cause harm.
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How to use this guide

Recommended for practice

Interventions for which effectiveness has been demonstrated by
strong evidence from rigorously designed studies, metaanalysis, or systematic reviews, and for which expectation of
harm is small compared to the benefits.

Likely to be Effective

Interventions for which effectiveness has been demonstrated
from a single rigorously conducted controlled trial, consistent
supportive evidence form well -designed controlled trials using
small samples, or guidelines developed from evidence and
supported by expert opinion.

Benefits Balanced with Harm

Interventions for which clinicians and patients should weigh
the beneficial and harmful effects according to individual
circumstances and priorities.

Effectiveness Not Established

Interventions for which insufficient or conflicting data or data
of inadequate quality currently exist, with no clear indication
of harm.

Effectiveness Unlikely

Interventions for which lack of effectiveness has been
demonstrated by negative evidence from a single rigorously
conducted controlled trial, consistent negative evidence from
well-designed controlled trials using small samples, or guidelines
developed from evidence and supported by expert opinion.

Not Recommended for Practice

Interventions for which lack of effectiveness or harmfulness has
been demonstrated by strong evidence from rigorously
conducted studies, meta-analyses, or systematic reviews, or
interventions where the costs, burden, or harm associated with
the intervention exceed anticipated benefit.
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Dyspnea
Quick View
Dyspnea is breathing discomfort of various intensities. Although
subjective, the experience features distinct sensations with multiple
physiologic, psycological, social and environmental etiologies that in
turn can cause secondary physiologic and behavioral responses. At
cancer diagnosis, dyspnea is estimated to occur in 15-55 % of patients,
and up to 18-79% during the last week of life.

Definition and Incidence:
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Recommended for practice

● Immediate‐release opioids (oral and parenteral)

Likely to be Effective

There are no interventions as of May 2012.

Benefits Balanced with Harm

There are no interventions as of May 2012.

Effectiveness Not Established
● Nebulized opiods

● Extended release morphine

● Nebulized Lignocaine (Lidocaine)
● Nebulized Furosemide
● Anxyiolytics

● Transmucosal fentanyl
● Fan

● Acupuncture

● Psychoeducation

● Non pharmacologic interventions: (PEP EFFECTIVENESS

NOT ESTABLISHED)

Effectiveness Unlikely

● Palliative oxygen (in patients not hypoxic or otherwise do not

meet criteria for oxygen use)

Not Recommended for Practice

There are no interventions as of May 2012.
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Expert Opinion
Low-risk interventions that are:
● consistent with sound clinical practice
● suggested by an expert in a peer-reviewed
publication (journal or book chapter) and
● for which limited evidence exists.
An expert is an individual who has authored
articles published in a peer-reviewed journal in
the domain of interest.
Although limited evidence exists, the following supportive
interventions in patient experiencing cancer-related* dyspnea have
been suggested.
Depending on the grade of dyspnea (NYHA I-IV)

Grade I-II
● Educate patients to recognize physical activities that
precipitate dyspnea.
● Educate patients about breathing exercise such as diaphragmatic
breathing, altering breathing rhythm and pursed lip breathing.
Early consulting with physiotherapy etc.
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Grade III
● Consider the use of assistive devices, such as wheelchair to
decrease physical activities that precipitate dyspnea.
● Reorganisation of living areas e.g sitting possibilities e.g. in the
bath/shower, utensils at reach in the kitchen etc.
● Adapting clothes for ease of dressing e.g. Velcro shoe bands.
● Use upright positioning that affords patient optimal lung capacity,
especially with a coexisting diagnosis of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease.
● Employ interventions such as cognitive behavioural techniques to
decrease the anticipatory component associated with dyspnea.
(Dudgeon 2002)
Grade IV
For the dying patient experiencing dyspnea, consider the previous
measures and possibly include:
● Reduce excessive secretions with scopolamine, or atropine.
● Implement oxygen therapy, if subjective report of relief.
● Implement mouth care to reduce dryness as often as comfortable
● Reduce length of conversation time.
● Discontinue fluid support, consider low‐dose diuretics if fluid
overload may be contributing factor.
● Institute sedation as needed.

* Some suggestions have been based on interventions used for
patients with non-cancer related dyspnea, but originate from peerreviewed publications.
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Assessment Tools
No single tool measures all of the dimensions
of dyspnea. The choice of tool depends on the
purpose of the assessment as well as the level
of patient burden.

Numeric Rating Scale for Dyspnea
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Classification of Dyspnea according to the New York Heart Association

NYHA
Class

Symptoms

I

No symptoms and no limitation in ordinary physical activity, e.g.
shortness of breath when walking, climbing stairs etc.

II
limitation

Mild symptoms (mild shortness of breath and/or angina) and slight
during ordinary activity.

III

Marked limitation in activity due to symptoms, even during
less-than-ordinary activity, e.g. walking short distances (20–100 m).
Comfortable only at rest.

IV

Severe limitations. Experiences symptoms even while at rest.
Mostly bedbound patients.
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Dyspnea Definition List
A method of producing analgesia or altering the
function of a body system by inserting fine, wirethin needles (about the diameter of a strand of hair)
into acupoints along a specific meridian on the
body. The insertion of the needles may cause
momentary discomfort. The needles are twirled or
energized electronically or are warmed and left in
place for approximately 20–30 minutes. (Tipton,
McDaniel, Barbour, Johnson, LeRoy, Kayne,
et.al,2005)

Acupuncture

Also called DHC, is a synthetic opioid analgesic used
for postoperative (moderate to moderately severe)
pain, cough, and severe dyspnea. In the United
States, it is available only as a combination pill with
acetaminophen and caffeine. (Wikipedia, 2007)

Dihydrocodeine

A semisynthetic opioid also known as heroin. It is
available by prescription as diamorphine in the
United Kingdom; it is illegal in the United States.
(Wikipedia, 2007)

Diamorphine
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“Dyspnea is a term used to characterize a subjective
experience of breathing discomfort that consists of
qualitatively distinct sensations that vary in
intensity. The experience derives from interactions
among multiple physiological, psychological, social
and environmental factors, and may induce
secondary physiological and behavioral responses.”
(p. 322 American Thoracic Society, 1999)

Dyspnea

A gas mixture that has a low density and the
potential for reducing the work of breathing and
improving alveolar ventilation when replacing
nitrogen in air. It is 72% helium and 28% oxygen.
(Ahmedzai, Laude, Roberson, Troy & Vora, 2004)

Heliox 28

A self-screening questionnaire for depression
and anxiety from the United Kingdom. The scale
contains 14 questions, seven for anxiety and
seven for depression. (Bredin, Corner,
Krishnasamy, Plant , Bailey & A’Hern, 1996;
Zigmond & Snaith, 1983)

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale

Lignocaine is the former British Approved Name
for lidocaine, a common local anesthetic and
antiarrhythmic drug. (Wikipedia, 2007)

Lignocaine

A gas mixture of 78.9% nitrogen and 21.1% oxygen.
(Ahmedzai, Laude, Roberson, Troy & Vora, 2004)

Medical Air

Vertical 0 to 10+ item scale with words describing
degrees of perceived exertion anchored to numbers.
(Borg, 1982)

Modified Borg Scale

An aerosol is a suspension of fine liquid or solid
particles dispersed in a gas or solution. Aerosol
medication is inhaled as a fine mist deposited on
the respiratory tract as a form of topical pulmonary
treatment”. (p. 625 McKenry & Salerno, 1992)

Nebulized Therapy or Aerosol Therapy

Gas mixture of 72% nitrogen and 28% oxygen.
(Ahmedzai, Laude, Roberson, Troy & Vora, 2004)

Oxygen-Enriched Air

Measure of the degree to which oxygen is bound to
hemoglobin, usually measured by a pulse oximeter,
given as a percentage calculated by dividing the
maximum oxygen capacity into the actual oxygen
content and multiplying by 100. (McKenry &
Salerno, 1992)

Oxygen Saturation

Visual Analog Scale (VAS) : 1100 mm line (either
vertical or horizontal) with anchors at either end to
indicate extremes of the sensation. Measuring the
distance from the bottom of an original, noncopied
scale (or left if it is horizontal) to the level indicated
by the subject is the VAS score. Duplicating or
copying a scale may alter the 100 mm length, so it is
important to be precise with construction of the
VAS line. (Gift, 1986)

Visual Analog Scale (VAS)

World Health Organization
Performance Status Scale

A scale of 0-4 that rates performance status, with 0
being normal activity and 4 being completely
disabled. (Bredin, Corner, Krishnasamy, Plant ,
Bailey & A’Hern, 1996)
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